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I am deeply sensible of both the honour and the res-
nonsibility ti•rhich I accepted in agreeing to prepare a statement
on critical mineral shortages for a plenary session of this
Conf erence .

It would be difficult to exaggerate the importance of
the subject . The significance of minerals in providing the
s,aterial basis for the economic lif e and social organization o f
hunanity has long been recognized. Indeed, historians and
archaelogists cormonly designate the major divisions cf hunn
history by reference to the mineral products t•rhich i•rere most
characteristic of the successive eras . Thus vie have the Paleo-
lithic and Neolithic Periods and the Copper, Bronze and Iron
Ages .

Contemporary civilization, beyond all preceding experience,
depends for its continuance on the rsinerals t7hich permit and
sustain its existence . The gzrosrth and concentrations of
population, the frequency and speed of movemnt and transport,
the extent and quality of human control over the forces of nature
are all directly dependent upon the discovery and utilization of
aineral resources . It is, therefore, of prime importance tha t
i•re should have as accurate information as can be obtained about
the eatent of the available reserves in this field .

It t•rill be obvious to all those i•!rio have given thought tfl
the sub ject that a single paper can do no more than cutline in
general ter:as the facts of so vast and conplicated a subject .
lio';rever, even generalizations are difficult because our informa-
tion is so inadequate . Both scientists and ecanozaists have
boldly adventured in this field and rzany volumes have been •
written on particular aspects of its nroblems - especially
rrithin the last ten years . But in most cases the result has
been simply to underline the conclusion that our knowledge of
the facts is so meagre as to r.ake any precise estimate or detailed
and dognatie forecast either impossible or else of most dubious
validit y.

Estir.ates' of the general position have varied all th e
Y f rom a strong conviction that new sources of supply and nerr

techniques of e :.ploitation tvill a1ways keep ahead of huwan dcsaand
to the c ontrary viet•r tnat the standard of lif e nos•r en joyed b y
the more industrialized nation in in danger of early eollapse
through the exhau3tion of essential resources .


